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PRE-HEARING STATEMENT OF THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC COUNSEL
The Citizens of the State of Florida, through the Office of Public Counsel, pursuant to the
Order Establishing Procedure in this docket, Order No. PSC-20 19-0062-PCO-EG, issued February
18,2019, hereby submit this Prehearing Statement.
APPEARANCES:
Patricia A. Christensen
Associate Public Counsel
Thomas A. {Tad) David
Associate Public Counsel
A. Mireille Fall-Fry
Associate Public Counsel

Office of Public Counsel
c/o The Florida Legislature
Ill West Madison Street, Room 812
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1400
On behalf of the Citizens of the State of Florida

1.

WITNESSES:
NONE

2.

EXHIBITS:
NONE

3.

STATEMENT OF BASIC POSITION
The Office of Public Counsel ("OPC") represents the ratepayers of the investorowned utilities subject to this numeric conservation goal setting proceeding. The ratepayers
that OPC represents have differing opinions and assign differing values to energy efficiency
goals and to the rate impacts for achieving those goals. However, OPC submits that the
companies rely too heavily on the rate impact measure ("RIM") test as the sole criteria for
establishing the achievable potential for each company and that the Commission should give
some weight to-and consider-other measures. Notwithstanding the criteria considered in
making its decisions, the Commission should ensure that the companies' proposed goals
adequately safeguard the interests of the general body of ratepayers against undue rate
impacts while achieving the intent of FEECA. If, however, the Commission relies upon the
companies' proposed goals based on RIM to establish 2020-2029 goals or sets goals lower
than the RIM achievable potential goals, OPC submits that there should be no rewards
allowed for exceeding those goals.
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4.

STATEMENT OF FACTUAL ISSUES AND POSITIONS

ISSUE 1:

Are the Company's proposed goals based on an adequate assessment of the full
technical potential of all available demand-side and supply-side conservation
and efficiency measures, including demand-side renewable energy systems,
pursuant to Section 366.82(3), F.S.?

OPC:

No. The ratepayers that OPC represents have differing opinions and assign differing
values to energy efficiency goals and to the rate impacts for achieving those goals.
The Commission should determine whether the companies' proposed goals
adequately safeguard the interests of the general body of ratepayers against undue rate
impacts while achieving the intent of FEECA. While OPC does not seek to micromanage the efficiency measures, OPC believes that challenging but achievable goals
are possible, and necessary, under the referenced statute.
OPC recognizes the challenges to setting sufficient but achievable goals.
Nevertheless, OPC submits that the companies rely too heavily on RIM and that the
Commission should give some weight to-and consider-other measures. The
assessment of all reasonable means to achieve the goals set are an integral aspect of
the numeric conservation goal setting process.

ISSUE 2:

Do the Company's proposed goals adequately reflect the costs and benefits to
customers participating in the measure, pursuant to Section 366.82(3)(a), F.S.?

OPC:

No. Costs and benefits to individual, participating customers may be difficult to
establish and, while the proposed goals may appear to reflect the costs and benefits as
referenced in Section 366.82(3)(a), F.S., it is not clear that the companies' proposed
goals fully and adequately reflect these costs and benefits. The ratepayers that OPC
represents have differing opinions and assign differing values to energy efficiency
goals and to the rate impacts for achieving those goals. The Commission should
determine whether the companies' proposed goals adequately safeguard the interests
of the general body of ratepayers against undue rate impacts while achieving the intent
ofFEECA.

ISSUE 3:

Do the Company's proposed goals adequately reflect the costs and benefits to the
general body of ratepayers as a whole, including utility incentives and
participant contributions, pursuant to Section 366.82(3)(b), F.S.?

OPC:

No. Costs and benefits to the general body of ratepayers may be difficult to establish
and, while the proposed goals may attempt to reflect the costs and benefits as
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referenced in Section 366.82(3)(b), F.S., it is not clear that the proposed goals fully
and adequately reflect these costs and benefits. The ratepayers that OPC represents
have differing opinions and assign differing values to energy efficiency goals and to
the rate impacts for achieving those goals. The Commission should determine
whether the companies' proposed goals adequately safeguard the interests of the
general body of ratepayers against undue rate impacts while achieving the intent of
FEE CA.

ISSUE 4:

Do the Company's proposed goals adequately reflect the need for incentives to
promote both customer-owned and utility-owned energy efficiency and demandside renewable energy systems, pursuant to Section 366.82(3)(c), F.S.?

OPC:

No. The ratepayers OPC represents have differing opinions and assign differing
values to energy efficiency goals and to the rate impacts for achieving those goals.
The need for incentives may be affected by community-specific characteristics, and
the proposed goals are presented in a more general format. The proposed goals appear
to address the need for incentives to promote both customer-owned and utility-owned
energy efficiency and demand-side renewable energy systems but may not adequately
reflect the full extent of that need. Moreover, the Commission should determine
whether the companies' proposed goals adequately safeguard the interests of the
general body of ratepayers against undue rate impacts while achieving the intent of
FEECA.

ISSUE 5:

Do the Company's proposed goals adequately reflect the costs imposed by state
and federal regulations on the emission of greenhouse gases, pursuant to Section
366.82(3)(d), F.S.?

OPC:

Currently, there are no costs imposed by state or federal regulations on the emission
of greenhouse gases. It appears that the companies have not included any costs for
greenhouse gases in their analyses used to establish the conservation goals.

ISSUE 6:

What cost-effectiveness test or tests should the Commission use to set goals,
pursuant to Section 366.82, F.S.?

OPC:

OPC submits that the companies rely too heavily on the RIM test as the sole criteria
for establishing the achievable potential for each company and that the Commission
should give some weight to-and consider-other measures. If the Commission
relies upon the companies' proposed goals based on RIM to establish 2020-2029 goals
or sets goals lower than the RIM achievable potential goals, OPC submits that there
should be no rewards for exceeding those goals.
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ISSUE 7:

Do the Company's proposed goals appropriately reflect consideration of free
riders?

OPC:

No. The ratepayers that OPC represents have differing opinions and assign differing
values to energy efficiency goals and to the rate impacts for achieving those goals.
The companies' heavy reliance on the RIM test as the sole criteria for setting
achievable potential may overcompensate for "free riders" to the detriment of lower
income customers' participation in DSM programs. The Commission should
determine whether the companies' proposed goals adequately safeguard the interests
of the general body of ratepayers against undue rate impacts while achieving the intent
of FEECA. If the Commission relies upon the companies' proposed RIM goals or
approves goals that are lower than the RIM-achievable potential, OPC submits there
should be no rewards for exceeding those goals.

ISSUE 8:

What residential summer and winter megawatt (MW) and annual Gigawatthour (GWh) goals should be established for the period 2020-2029?

OPC:

The ratepayers that OPC represents have differing opinions and assign differing
values to energy efficiency goals and to the rate impacts for achieving those goals.
Notwithstanding, OPC submits that the companies rely too heavily on the RIM test
as the sole criteria for establishing the achievable potential for each company and that
the Commission should give some weight to-and consider-other measures. The
Commission should determine whether the companies' proposed goals adequately
safeguard the interests of the general body of ratepayers against undue rate impacts
while achieving the intent of FEECA. If the Commission relies upon the companies'
proposed RIM goals or approves goals that are lower than the RIM-achievable
potential, OPC submits there should be no rewards for exceeding those goals. The
summer and winter megawatt and annual Gigawatt-hour goals for residential
customers should reflect these considerations, although OPC does not propose
specific numeric amounts.

ISSUE 9:

What commercial/industrial summer and winter megawatt (MW) and annual
Gigawatt hour (GWh) goals should be established for the period 2020-2029?

OPC:

The Commission should determine whether the companies' proposed goals
adequately safeguard the interests of the general body of ratepayers against undue rate
impacts while achieving the intent of FEECA. Notwithstanding, OPC submits that
the companies rely too heavily the RIM test as the sole criteria for establishing the
achievable potential for each company and that the Commission should give some
weight to-and consider-other measures. The ratepayers that OPC represents have
differing opinions and assign differing values to energy efficiency goals and to the
rate impacts for achieving those goals. If the Commission relies upon the companies'
proposed RIM goals or approves goals that are lower than the RIM-achievable
potential, OPC submits there should be no rewards for exceeding those goals. The
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summer and winter megawatt and annual Gigawatt-hour goals for
commercial/industrial customers should reflect these considerations, although OPC
does not propose specific numeric amounts.

ISSUE 10:

What goals, if any, should be established for increasing the development of
demand-side renewable energy systems, pursuant to Section 366.82(2), F.S.?

OPC:

Increasing the development of demand-side renewable energy systems, pursuant to
Section 366.82(2), F.S., should be the focus of a significant amount of effort pursuant
to goals set herein or otherwise. The Commission should determine whether the
companies' proposed goals adequately safeguard the interests of the general body of
ratepayers against undue rate impacts while achieving the intent of FEECA. If the
Commission adopts goals for increasing the development of demand-side renewable
energy systems, it should consider the rate impacts to the general body of ratepayers,
including those who cannot participate in any programs designed to achieve these
goals.

ISSUE 11:

Should these dockets be closed?

OPC:

No.

CONTESTED ISSUES
CALL DOCKETS EXCEPT FPUC)
SACE ISSUE: Should distinct goals for low income customers be established, and if so, what
should those goals be?
OPC:

Yes. The majority of the companies have represented that they have low income
DSM programs; therefore, goals should be established for these programs. Moreover,
the Commission should determine whether the companies' proposed goals adequately
safeguard the interests of the general body of ratepayers against undue rate impacts
while achieving the intent of FEECA. Gigawatt-hour goals for low income DSM
programs should reflect these considerations, although OPC does not propose specific
numeric amounts.
The ratepayers OPC represents have differing opinions and assign differing values to
energy efficiency goals and to the rate impacts for achieving those goals. The need
for incentives may be affected by community-specific characteristics, and the
proposed goals are presented in a more general format. The proposed goals appear to
address the need for incentives to promote both customer-owned and utility-owned
energy efficiency and demand-side renewable energy systems but may not adequately
reflect the full extent of that need especially for low income customers.
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Proposed sub-issue 7(a):

Do the Company's proposed goals appropriately consider customer

education and measures targeted to low-income customers as required by the
Commission in the prior FEECA goals proceeding (Order No. PSC-14-0696FOF-EU),111 and should the Company be required to continue to consider and
develop customer education and measures targeted to low-income customers in
the future?
OPC:

No, OPC is still reviewing whether the companies' proposed goals appropriately
consider customer education and measures targeted to low-income customers as
required by the Commission in the prior FEECA goals proceeding (Order No. PSC14-0696-FOF-EU. Yes, the companies should be required to continue and develop
customer education programs and target measure specifically for low-income
customers. The majority of the companies have represented that they have lowincome DSM programs; therefore, goals should be established for these programs.
Moreover, the Commission should determine whether the companies' proposed goals
adequately safeguard the interests of the general body of ratepayers against undue rate
impacts while achieving the intent of FEECA. Gigawatt-hour goals for low-income
DSM programs should reflect these considerations, although OPC does not propose
specific numeric amounts.
The ratepayers OPC represents have differing opinions and assign differing values to
energy efficiency goals and to the rate impacts for achieving those goals. The need
for incentives may be affected by community-specific characteristics, and the
proposed goals are presented in a more general format. The proposed goals appear to
address the need for incentives to promote both customer-owned and utility-owned
energy efficiency and demand-side renewable energy systems but may not adequately
reflect the full extent of that need especially for low-income customers.

STIPULATED ISSUES:

5.

None at this time.

PENDING MOTIONS:

6.
None.

7.

STATEMENT OF PARTY'S PENDING REQUESTS OR CLAIMS FOR
CONFIDENTIALITY:

[l]

See, Order No. PSC-14-0696-FOF-EU, issued December 16,2014, at pgs. 26-27.
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None.

8.

OBJECTIONS TO QUALIFICATION OF WITNESSES AS AN EXPERT:

None at this time.

9.

STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE WITH ORDER ESTABLISHING PROCEDURE:

There are no requirements of the Order Establishing Procedure with which the Office of Public
Counsel cannot comply.
Dated this 22nd day of July, 2019

atricia A. Christensen
Associate Public Counsel
Thomas A. {Tad) David
Associate Public Counsel
A. Mireille Fall-Fry
Associate Public Counsel
Office of Public Counsel
c/o The Florida Legislature
Ill West Madison Street, Rm 812
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1400
Attorneys for Office of Public Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Docket Nos. 20190015-EG. 20190016-EG. 20190017-EG
20190018-EG. 20190019-EG. 20190020-EG, 20190021-EG

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been furnished
by electronic mail on this 22"d day of July 2019, to the following:
Ashley Weisenfeld
Margo DuVal
Charles Murphy
Rachael Dziechciarz
Florida Public Service Commission
General Counsel 2540 Shumard Oak
Boulevard Tallahassee, Florida
32399-0850
aweisenf@psc.state. fl. us
mduval@psc.state.fl.us
cmurohy@psc.state.fl. us
rdziechc@psc.state.fl.us

Kelley F. Corbari
Allan J Charles
Joan T. Matthews
Florida Department of Agriculture
& Consumer Services
Office of General Counsel
The Mayo Building
407 S. Calhoun Street, Suite 520
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0800
Kelley .Corbari@FreshFromFlorida.com
allan.charles@FreshFromFlorida.com
joan.matthews@FreshFromFlorida.com

Ken Hoffinan
Florida Power & Light
Company 134 West
Jefferson Street Tallahassee
FL 32301
ken.hoffinan@fpl.com

Robert Pickets
Duke Energy Florida
106 East College A venue, Suite 800
Tallahassee, FL 32301-7740
robert.pickels@duke-energy.com

Holly Henderson Gulf
Power Company
215 S. Monroe St., Suite 618
Tallahassee, FL 32301-1804
holly.henderson@nexteraenergy.co m

Paula K. Brown
Tampa Electric
Company Regulatory
Affairs
P. 0. Box Ill
Tampa, FL 3360 1-0 Ill
regdept@tecoenergy.com

Mike Cassel
Florida Public Utilities Company
1750 S.W. 14th St., Suite 200
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034-3052
mcassel@fuuc.com

W. Christopher Browder
Orlando Utilities Commission
P. 0. Box 3193
Orlando, FL 32802-3193
cbrowder@ouc.com

William P. Cox
Christopher T. Wright
Florida Power & Light Company
700 Universe Boulevard (LAW/JB)
Juno Beach, Florida 33408-0420
will.cox@fpl.com
christopher. wright@fpl.com

Charles A. Guyton
Gunster Law Firm
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 60 1
Tallahassee, FL 32301-1804
cguyton@gunster.com
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Berdell Knowles
JEA
21 West Church Street, Tower 16
Jacksonville, FL 32202-158
knowb@jea.com
Russel A. Badders
Gulf Power Company
One Energy Place
Pensacola, FL 32520
Russeii.Badders@nexteraenergy.
com

Steven R. Griffm
Beggs & Lane
P.O. Box 12950
Pensacola, FL 32591
srg@beggslane.com

Gary V. Perko
Brooke E. Lewis
Hopping Green & Sams
P.O. Box 6526
Tallahassee, FL 32314
gru:yp@hgslaw.com
brookel@hgslaw .com

Jim Beasley
Jeff Wahlen
Malcom Means
P.O. Box 391
Tallahassee FL 32302
jbeasley@ausley.com
jwahlen@ausley.com
mmeans@ausley.com

Dianne M. Triplett
Duke Energy Florida
299 First Avenue North
St. Petersburg FL 33701
Dianne. triplett@duke-energy.com

George Cavros Southern
Alliance for Clean Energy
120 E. Oakland Park Blvd.,
Suite 105
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334
george@cleanenergy.org

Bradley Marshall
Bonnie Malloy
Jordan Luebkemann
Earthjustice
Ill S. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Tallahassee, Florida 32301
bmarshall@earthjustice.org
bmalloy@earthjustice.org
j luebkemann@earthjustice.org
flcaseupdates@earthjustice.org

Robert Scheffel Wright
John T. LaVia, III
Gardner, Bist, Bowdwn, Bush, Dee,
LaVia & Wright, P.A.
1300 Thomaswood Dr.
Tallahassee, FL 32308
schef@gbwlegal.com
j lavia@gbw legal. com

Beth Keating
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 60 1
Tallahassee FL 32301
bkeating@gunster.com

Matthew R. Bernier
Duke Energy Florida
I 06 East College A venue, Suite 800
Tallahassee FL 32301
matthew.bernier@duke-energy.com
Derrick P. Williamson
Barry A. Naum
Stephanie U. Eaton
Spilman Thomas & Battle, PLLC
II 00 Bent Creek Boulevard Suite 101
Mechanicsburg, P A 17050
dwilliamson@spilmanlaw.com
bnaum@spilmanlaw.com
seaton@spilmanlaw.com

Patricia A. Christensen
Associate Public Counsel
Thomas A. (Tad) David
Associate Public Counsel
A. Mireille Fall-Fry
Associate Public Counsel
Office of Public Counsel c/o
The Florida Legislature
Ill West Madison Street, Rm 812
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1400
Christensen.Pattv@leg.state. fl. us
david.tad@leg.state. fl.us
fall-frv.mireille@leg.state.fl.us
Attorneys for Office of Public Counsel
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